Novel alternatively spliced form of beta(3)-endonexin.
beta(3)-Endonexin is a binding protein to the cytoplasmic tail of beta(3) integrin and can activate alpha(IIb)beta(3) in Chinese hamster ovary (CHO) cells. Initially, two forms were identified, and only the shorter form showed the function. However, it localized mainly to the nucleus because of a nuclear localization signal (K(62)RKK). We identified two additional forms of beta(3)-endonexin. One encoded 177 amino acids and was identical to the protein previously reported as a thyroid hormone receptor-binding protein. The other is a novel shortest form encoding 62 amino acids. Although the novel form lacked nuclear localization signal and was observed diffusely in the cytoplasm of transfected cells, this form did not show interaction with beta(3) integrin. Then, the ideal form as an integrin modulator was not found among these isoforms. Nevertheless, when the nuclear localization signal of the shorter form was disrupted, beta(3)-endonexin was localized near the cell surface and modulated the affinity of alpha(IIb)beta(3) more intensively. These results suggest the presence of various isoforms and the relationship between subcellular localization and integrin-activating function of beta(3)-endonexin.